Dorothea Scheffler Paul, farmer, artist, wife, mother and grandmother, grew up on the William and Beryl Scheffler family farm in rural Morton. Those formative years instilled in her a great love for the land and an eye for interesting subject matter as well. At 34 years of age, in addition to farming and raising a family, she began a second career as an artist, specializing in agriculture with oils, acrylics and water colors. Her keen eye and life experience, having personally lived the life of a farmer from a small child helping to care for her father’s work horses to running her own acreage, gave her great insight. Her passion was realistic depictions that reflected her desire to document history and lives on the farm as well as other subjects. She currently had paintings in all 50 states and over 50 countries in the world along with approximately 200 magazine covers as well as many awards showcasing recognition and appreciation of her talents. Her talent will live on in the numerous paintings and drawings that exist around the countryside. Memories of her active lifestyle and desire to help others explore their artistic talents are a fitting tribute to the epic saga that was her life.

FRAMED PRINTS: Untitled mountain landscape with three horses walking along a rocky cliff; Untitled old town scene with a stage coach arriving at the “Carroll House”; Western landscape with a wagon train following a winding stream with two cowboys on horseback in the foreground; Farm landscape with a farmer gathering hay on a horse drawn wagon; Farm landscape with a farmer plowing a field in the foreground with a covered wagon in the background; Vertical landscape with a single horse alongside a winding road; Bouquet of pink roses; Close-up of a pink gladiola; Landscape with red and white hollyhocks along a fence; Blue window covered with pink flowers; Close-up of currants; Close-up of a cupola atop a red barn with blue flowers; Landscape with waterfall; Skunk Lake Lutheran Church, Belgrade MN; Country church with cemetery; Sunflowers in a field on Dorothea Paul’s farm; Landscape with farmers wagon on a winding road; “Cattle Crossing”. Cows behind a barred wire fence to the left and crossing to the right; Women on horseback with stream behind; “Sack Full of Memories” by Cornelia Two, Sidney County 1943 Santa with horse drawn wagon and presents in feed sacks in front of school house; “Buss and Woody”. Two oxen connected by a yoke; Horse drawn wagon, old truck and 2 farmers in front of the Birch Cooley Town Hall; Black angus cow in a pasture with a stream in the foreground; Watkins’ Farmers Elevator by railroad tracks; “The Goose Capital”; “Noke Wood”, Eagle atop a globe with “Case” logo; Farmer cultivating field of sugar beets with horses, “Just Like Daddy”. Girl sitting behind the wheel of a tractor surrounded by cows; “Sea of Fruits”, Farmer in tractor plowing, surrounded by sugarplums south of Horse Shoe Lake; “Whirligig Blower”. Close-up of steam powered hay bale; Farmer with horse drawn harvester in a field of sugar beets; Farmers with horse drawn wagon harvesting sugar beets; Farmer picking sugar beets; Farmer with team of horses overflowing grain on Rolle, MN; Gardening cumbeners of Franklin, MN; Farmer with horse drawn combine harvesting in field at Alwatta, MN; Planting small grain with horse drawn grain drill; Autumn landscape with men splitting wood; Train arriving at the Redwood, MN train station in early 20th century; Farmyard scene with red barn and windmill; Molding bundles with grain binder; Farmer in a field picking corn by hand with horse drawn wagon; Farm landscape with farmer driving a Black Hawk 20 tracto/rith dog in wagon near Westphal, MN; Workers in a field picking sugar beets; Farmer planting a field with horse drawn planter; “The Picker”. Farming harvesting potatoes, Red tractor in front of cow pen and red barn; Farmer amiring in the winter or Bird Island train station in the early 20th century; Baling hay with steam powered machine; “Going to the Fire”. Scene with people in a horse drawn cart crossing a bridge; Farmer in overalls; Farmer driving a tractor and cultivator with gasifying coal overhead near Redwood Falls; Water tower with Coca Cola sign; Wild sunflowers North Dakota alongside railroad tracks; Farmyard scene with horses, figures and red barn near Canusa, MN; Sheep grazing in a Wyoming field; Full landscape; Wood barn in full with two phoenixes in the foreground; Waverly, IA, Depths of an Amish horse drawn buggy with longwheat in background; Single deer in front of a barn in the Minnesota River valley west of Redwood Falls, MN; Man harvesting rice from the Yellowstone River near Fairview, MT; “Field Truck”. Farmer in field with fuel tanks on a horse drawn wagon; Single black horse set against a red background; Farmer with horse drawn plow; Men using a hay loader with slings from horse drawn wagon; CONTINUED ON BACK PAGE